INT. CARTMAN’S ROOM - NIGHT
FULL SHOT on Rumperthumpkin, Cartman’s stuffed dragon
doll.
RUMPERTHUMPKIN
HA HA HA HA!!! Now I will kill the
President and kill Selma Hiyak!!
WHIP PAN to Polly Prissypants, who is tied to a cross.
POLLY PRISSYPANTS
Oh save me!! Who will save me?!
CARTMAN (O.S.)
I will!!
WHIP PAN to Cartman, who is dressed like James West.
CARTMAN
James West... Cowboy and Rap Star.
TRIUMPHANT MUSIC STING.
CARTMAN
Quick, Artimus Clyde Frog! We’ve got
to save to Selma Hiyak!
CLYDE FROG
If we save her, I am going to take off
her pants and play slip and slide.
CARTMAN
Are you okay, Selma Hiyak?!
Cartman turns and looks at Polly Prissypants, whom he has
placed on top of his dresser sitting up.
POLLY PRISSYPANTS
Yes, but I need to get out of here and
eat some tacos and burritos. Mi gusta
tacos mucho.
RUMPERTHUMPKIN
You cannot stop me, James West!
CARTMAN
LOOK OUT ARTIMUS CLYDE FROG IT’S A
GIANT METAL SPIDER!! BANG!! BANG!! Yo
Yo Yo! Jiggy jiggy wit it. BANG!!
BANG!! BANG!!
Cartman pretends to shoot his cowboy gun at a stuffed
spider.
CARTMAN

We saved the day!
(Rap Music starts)
Wild West! Wild Wild Wild West! YO! A
wiki wiki scratch! A wiki wiki
scraaaatch!
Suddenly, the bedroom door opens. Cartman’s mother is
standing there in a lovely black evening dress.
CARTMAN’S MOM
Eric, the babysitter is here. Come on
downstairs.
CARTMAN
But moooomm, I’m playing Wild Wild
Weeeest.
CARTMAN’S MOM
I have to leave soon, Eric.
CARTMAN
But Mom, me and Artimus Clyde Frog
still have to do our love scene with
Selma Hi-ya-aaaaak!!
CARTMAN’S MOM
Come down as soon as you’re done.
CARTMAN
(singing)
Well I’m a bad ass cowboy livin’ in
the cowboy days! Wiki wiki scratch! Yo
yo! Bang bang! Me and Artimus Clyde
Frog gonna save Selma Hiyak from the
big metal spider. Wiki wiki wiki wiki
wiki wiki wiki! Fresh cowboy from the
west side.
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - KITCHEN - NIGHT
Cartman’s mom is showing Shelley around. Cartman’s mom is
wearing a nice black evening dress and putting on
earrings as she talks.
CARTMAN’S MOM
Thank you so much for baby-sitting
little Eric, Shelley.
SHELLEY
Okay.
CARTMAN’S MOM
All his other baby-sitters won’t come
back.
SHELLEY
I charge five dollars for the first

hour. Five percent bumps every hour
after that up to six hours which
enters into golden time.
CARTMAN’S MOM
Oh, that sounds fine. I’m going to a
meteor shower party, the number where
I’ll be is on the refrigerator. Eric’s
snookie time is nine o’clock sharp. If
his little woogums get cold, you can
turn up the heat over here. And if he
gets cranky just play Tummy Rub-Rubs
with him. And make sure he wipes good
after he makes bears.
Shelley just stares at her, disgusted.
SHELLEY
Bears?
CARTMAN’S MOM (cont’d)
Oh, and don’t mind the cat. She’s just
being loud because she’s in heat.
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY
Now Cartman is sitting on the couch watching TV.
Kitty walks in and meows.
CARTMAN
No, kitty, I don’t have anything.
Kitty rubs her ass up against the couch.
CARTMAN
What the hell is wrong with you?! STOP
IT, KITTY!
Kitty turns away from Cartman, sticks her ass up in the
air, and meows loudly.
CARTMAN
NO KITTY THAT’S A BAD GOD DAMNED
KITTY!!!!!!!
Cartman’s mom and Shelley walk into the living room.
CARTMAN’S MOM
Okay, muffin, mommy’s leaving now. You
do what the baby-sitter tells you,
okay?
CARTMAN
Uh-huh.
CARTMAN’S MOM

Be good.
CARTMAN
Ha, right.
CARTMAN’S MOM
Come give mommy Eskimo kisses!
CARTMAN
Aw, ma!
CARTMAN’S MOM
Eskimo kisses for mommy!
CARTMAN
Jesus Christ...
Cartman gets off the couch and walks over to his mom.
Mother and son rubs noses tenderly.
CARTMAN’S MOM
Bye kids!
Cartman’s mom leaves. Cartman stands there for a second
and then looks at Shelley.
CARTMAN
Well? Go put that pizza in the oven,
bitch, I’m hungry.
Shelley backfists Cartman into the wall.
CARTMAN
OW!
The plaster chips where Cartman hit the wall.
SHELLEY
(LOUD)
ALRIGHT, TURD! LISTEN UP!
Cartman looks shocked.
SHELLEY (cont’d)
Now that your mom is gone, I’M in
charge! I don’t know how you treat
your other baby-sitters, but when I’M
baby-sitting, you’re nothing but a
little TURD! You’re a stinky, dried up
stupid turd! GOT IT?!
CARTMAN
You can’t hit me! Didn’t you see those
Nanny videos on TV?!!
Shelley grabs the TV remote from Cartman.

SHELLEY
My boyfriend is coming over. So you go
to the kitchen and you make us that
pizza before I snap you in half like
the little turd stick you are!
Cartman is terrified.
CARTMAN
You’re not allowed to have people
over.
SHELLEY (cont’d)
MOVE!!
Cartman jumps off of the couch and heads for the kitchen.
INT. CARTMAN’S KITCHEN - LATER
Cartman walks into the kitchen, looking really pissed.
CARTMAN
This is BULLCRAP!
Cartman walks to the freezer and reaches for it. He’s too
short.
CARTMAN
(Calling out)
I CAN’T REACH THE FREEZER!!!
SHELLEY
FIGURE IT OUT, TURD!!
CARTMAN
God dammit!
Cartman pushes a chair over to the freezer, just as kitty
walks in.
KITTY
MEOW. MEOW!
CARTMAN
SHUT UP, KITTY!!
Cartman notices the note on the refrigerator. He takes
it.
CARTMAN
(Reading)
Any problems contact Eric’s Mommy at
303... Ah HA! I’m gonna call mom and
tell her that the baby-sitter is
having a boyfriend come over! Then
we’ll see who’s the turd!

Cartman walks to
following should
the phone in the
going crazy with

the foreground, where the phone is. The
all be done in one shot. Cartman with
foreground, Kitty in the background
her ass in the air.

Cartman picks up the phone, but Shelley is on it.
SHELLEY (O.S.)
So I said ‘you’re a little turd’ and
he walkedCARTMAN
Dammit!
Cartman hangs up the phone. And just stands there, facing
camera, looking pissed while kitty wiggles in the
background.
A lot of time passes.
Finally, Cartman picks up the phone again.
SHELLEY
But if you’ve seen one turd you’ve
seen them allCartman slams the phone down again.
Kitty writhes in the background.
Cartman waits a few more seconds, then picks the phone up
one last time.
SHELLEY
Stupid turd. But one good turdCARTMAN
Ay! I need to use the phone!
SHELLEY
Oh, hold on a second Carrie...
Cartman listens as the other phone sets down. In the
distance, he hears footsteps they come closercloser- until Shelley finally walks into the kitchen,
walks up behind Cartman, pulls his underwear up over his
head and walks away.
CARTMAN
(Blind)
AAAAaagahggh!!!
Shelley walks away.
After a few seconds, we hear her back on the phone.

SHELLEY
I pulled his underwear over his head.
Cartman finally gets his underwear off his head and hangs
the phone up.
CARTMAN
I’m gonna get her, kitty! Mark my
words!
KITTY
MEOW!! MEOW!!!!
CARTMAN
SHUT THE HELL UP, KITTY!!!
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Cartman is sitting on the couch watching TV.
ANNOUNCER
And now back to the movie of the week
‘ALIENS’
ANGLE - TV
It’s playing ‘ALIENS’. A little animated Newt is with an
animated Sigourney Weaver.
NEWT
They mostly come at night... Mostly.
CARTMAN
They mostly come at night... Mostly.
Shelley walks in, grabs the remote, pushes Cartman off
the sofa and changes the channel.
CARTMAN
Hey, I was watching ‘Aliens’ on TV!
SHELLEY
Well I’m watching ‘Friends’, TURD!
The doorbell rings.
SHELLEY
That’s my boyfriend. Go answer the
door while I make sure I don’t have
food in my braces.
Shelley walks away. Cartman walks over to the door.
He opens it to reveal SKYLER, Shelley’s 22 year old kind
of boyfriend.

SKYLER
Hey, is Shelley around?
CARTMAN
Who the hell are you?
SKYLER
I’m the guy who’s gonna put a boot up
your ass, if you don’t tell me where
Shelley is.
Shelley comes over.
SHELLEY
Hey Skyler!
CARTMAN
You know this guy?
SHELLEY
He’s my boyfriend.
CARTMAN
(Laughing)
Christ! He’s like 50 years old!
SHELLEY
He’s twenty-two!
CARTMAN
Dude, that’s not cool.
SHELLEY
You’re a turd! You’re the Turdman of
Alcatraz!
SKYLER
(Laughing)
Yeah.
CARTMAN
Dude, when my mom finds out that my
babysitters had their boyfriends over,
She mostly gets really mad. Mostly.
Skyler reaches down and pulls Cartman’s underwear up over
his head.
CARTMAN
(Muffled)
AGH! God DAMMIT!
SHELLEY
Turd weggie. Come in the kitchen,
Skyler, there’s refreshments.
Shelley and Skyler walk away arm and arm as. Cartman

tries to get the underwear off his head.
Kitty is staring at the TV.
ANGLE - TELEVISION
NARRATOR
And now back to Wild Animal World!
PAN ACROSS a large African terrain.
NARRATOR
Here in the more arid regions of
Africa, the Gold Coat Lions are in the
throws of mating season...
STOP on two lions, a male and a female - Remember,
Adrian, that only Males have manes. They are lying down,
licking each other’s coats.
ANGLE - KITTY - Eyes wide open
ANGLE - TELEVISION
NARRATOR
The male lion positions himself behind
the female, and prepares to insert his
lionhood. Notice his large, swollen
balls.
ANGLE - KITTY - pawing at the television
KITTY
MEOW!!! MEOW!!!
Kitty wiggles around on the floor.
ANGLE - TELEVISION
NARRATOR
The female lion relaxes her body and
says ‘Hello’ to Mr. Winky.
ANGLE - KITTY
KITTY
MEEEOOOWW!!!!
ANGLE - TELEVISION
NARRATOR
The male lion is enticed by the
female’s supple breasts and firm
backside.
ANGLE - KITTY

KITTY
MEEEEOOOWW!!!
ANGLE - TELEVISION
NARRATOR
Quickly and suddenly, the male is
finished. Now he wants to be alone, so
kindly asks the female to leave. He
promises he’ll call her tomorrow. But
the female doesn’t leave, nope, she’s
moving right in. Looks like the male
lion is screwed.
The lions pass out.
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM
The Kitty is going insane.
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - KITCHEN
Shelley and Skyler are sitting at the table eating pizza.
Skyler is trying to kiss Shelley.
SHELLEY
No, Skyler, quit it.
SKYLER
Come on, babe. How long have we known
each other?
SHELLEY
Eight days tomorrow.
SKYLER
And I still don’t get any action.
SHELLEY
I don’t know Skyler, It’s just kind of
strange to me that you’re twenty-two
and all.
SKYLER
But I’m still in high school. I told
you, I’m a very immature twenty-two
year old.
SHELLEY
Well, maybe just one kiss...
Their faces get closer...
Cartman walks in.
CARTMAN
Ay! What are you doing?!

SKYLER
Beat it, chubby.
SHELLEY
Go on, astroturd!
CARTMAN
I’m gonna tell my mom on you!
SHELLEY
Turd rock from the sun!
CARTMAN
AY! You ate all the pizza!
SHELLEY
We left you some crusts.
Shelley throws the crust at Cartman and hits him in the
head.
CARTMAN
That does it!
(Holding out note)
I’m calling my mom right now and
busting your ass!
Shelley rips the note out of Cartman’s hand, then
backfists him again into the wall.
SHELLEY
Guess again, Richard the Turd.
CARTMAN
Gimme that phone number!
SKYLER
Come on, babe, let’s go to the living
room.
CARTMAN
I am NOT going to be bossed around by
a chick! Maybe I’ll just use my Wild
Wild West techniques and get PROOF
that Shelley had a boyfriend over!
KITTY
MEOW!!!
CARTMAN
God dammit, Kitty! You have to calm
down! Here, I’ll get you some catnip..
Cartman opens the cabinet under the sink and pulls out a
large box of catnip.

KITTY
Meow.
CARTMAN
Okay, okay, hold on. I’ll find the
catnip...
Cartman opens the box and starts pouring catnip on
Kitty’s head.
Instantly, the cat goes completely insane. It meows even
louder and starts bouncing all over the walls.
It jumps up on the counter and knocks a bunch of plates
off, then jumps back into the pile of catnip and rolls
around in it.
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM
Shelley and Skyler are on the couch. Skyler is playing
the guitar.
SKYLER
(Singing)
Black darkness fills my icy soul
demons from hell seek the chosen
one...
SHELLEY
You’re such an amazing poet, Skyler.
SKYLER
Isn’t this guitar awesome? It’s the
best of its kind. And not a scratch on
it.
Skyler starts crawling on Shelley.
SHELLEY
Skyler! Not here!
SKYLER
I can’t help it. I see your pretty
lips and I want to kiss them.
Shelley sucks in some spit through her headgear.
SHELLEY
(Spitting)
Really?
SKYLER
I cherish you, almost as much as my
guitar.
SHELLEY
Wow...

SKYLER
When I make it the big time, I’m gonna
take you shopping, and buy you lots of
bad ass stuff.
Shelley gets starry eyed.
SHELLEY
Oh, Skyler! I love you!
They kiss passionately.
Suddenly, a flash goes off and a Polaroid sound is heard.
Shelley and Skyler look towards cameraREVERSE to reveal Cartman, standing there with a Polaroid
camera around his neck, and a newly snapped picture in
his hand.
SHELLEY (cont’d)
What theCARTMAN
Ha, ha! Cherade you are! Looks like
YOU’RE the turd now!!!
SHELLEY
GIMME THAT PICTURE!!
Shelley jumps up and chases after Cartman.
CARTMAN
AGH!
Cartman takes off up the stairs.
INT. STAIRS
Shelley is right behind him. Halfway up the stairs, she
grabs hold of one of Cartman’s feet. Cartman falls, but
keeps the picture out in front of him.
Finally, Cartman breaks freeINT. HALLWAY
-and makes it up to his room. He slams the door shut and
locks it, just before Shelley can get there.
SHELLEY
OPEN THIS DOOR TURD-LE DOVE!
INT. CARTMAN’S ROOM CARTMAN

I think not. I’m gonna show this
picture to my mom when she gets home!
INT. HALLWAY
SHELLEY
You’re mom doesn’t get home for three
more hours! That’s plenty of time for
me to make a TURD SANDWICH OUT OF
YOU!!!
ACT II
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT
Cartman is standing in his room where we left him,
holding the picture of Shelley and Skyler.
His bedroom door shakes as Shelley pounds on it from
outside.
SHELLEY (O.S.)
GIVE ME THAT PICTURE TURD!!!
CARTMAN
You’re NEVER gonna get this picture!
Not until my mom comes home and I can
PROVE you had a boyfriend over m’hya!
SHELLEY
I’M GONNA BUST THIS DOOR DOWN!!
WHAM!! Cartman jumps as Shelley throws her self into the
door. Kitty is horny, on top of Cartman’s dresser.
KITTY
MEEOWWWW!!!!
WHAM!!
Cartman walks over to Clyde Frog and puts his cowboy hat
on.
CARTMAN
What should we do, Artimus Clyde Frog?
CLYDE FROG
We’ve got to get that picture to your
mom so that she will come home and
save us.
CARTMAN
That’s quick thinking, Clyde Frog.
Cartman tosses off his hat. Cartman walks over to Kitty.
CARTMAN

Listen very carefully, Mitew Kitty. I
am putting this picture of the
babysitter and her boyfriend on your
collar...
Cartman safety pins the Polaroid to Kitty’s collar.
CARTMAN
You have to take this picture to
mommy, kitty, so that she can come
home and save me.
Cartman walks over to his window and opens it.
CARTMAN
Now run, Kitty! Take the picture to
mommy, and lead her back here. When
you return, be sure to bring mom in
through the back door. Hurry, Kitty!
You’re my only hope!
Kitty walks out the windowEXT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - NIGHT
Cartman watches as Kitty makes her way out the window,
and down the side of the house...
CARTMAN
(Quietly)
That’s it! That’s it Mitew Kitty!
Kitty gets to the ground, then walks right the front door
and meows.
Shelley opens the door, and Kitty walks in. Cartman sees
this all from the window.
CARTMAN
OH GOD DAMMIT!!!!
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Shelley walks in holding the cat. She takes the picture
off his collar and sets the cat down.
The doorbell rings.
SHELLEY
Who is that?
SKYLER
Oh, I invited the guys in the band
over so that we can practice.
SHELLEY
Skyler! Your band can’t practice here!

SKYLER
Hey do you want me to make it or not?
Don’t stand between me and my dreams,
babe.
Skyler walks over to the door and opens it. Two equally
unappealing dudes walk in, carrying their gear. A DRUMMER
and a BASSIST.
SKYLER
Sup Mark? Sup Jonesey?
SHELLEY
Just keep the volume DOWN! I have to
go deal with TURD boy.
Shelley walks out.
EXT. CARTMAN’S ROOM - NIGHT
Cartman is listening at his bedroom door.
CARTMAN
Hey! Who was that?! Who came to the
door?!
SHELLEY
Eric! Your mom’s been in an accident!
CARTMAN
You just want me to open the door!
SHELLEY
We need to run over to the hospital
and identify her body. We’ll be right
back.
CARTMAN
What? Is she okay?
SHELLEY
Not really, she’s dead.
CARTMAN
HUH?!
Cartman opens the door. Shelley comes storming in.
SHELLEY
HA HA! That was a turd trick! Your mom
isn’t really dead!
Cartman thinks for a second.
CARTMAN
HA HA! I KNEW it was a turd trick, and

I opened the door because Mr. Kitty is
on his way RIGHT NOW to my mom’s party
WITH the picture!
SHELLEY
HA HA! I knew you sent the cat, and
that’s why I went outside and got him!
Cartman thinks...
CARTMAN
Ha HA! I saw you get the picture back
from Mitew Kitty and that’s why I
wrote a letter to the press, to be
opened in case of my demise. Should
anything happen to me, that letter
will go out. And you will never find
it.
Shelley pulls a piece of paper off the dresser.
SHELLEY
You mean this one?
Cartman thinks.
CARTMAN
Okay, let’s see now...Ah hA!! Uh...
Aw, DAMMIT!
Cartman turns around so that Shelley can pull up his
underwear. She does.
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Shelley walks over to the coat rack and hangs Cartman on
it by his underwear. He dangles there, in pain.
FOLLOW Shelley as she walks into the main part of the
living room where Skyler’s band is all set up.
SKYLER
Okay, check, check... Check one, two,
check... Okay, ready? Alright, let’s
try the new song. This is a song I
wrote for you, Shelley.
Shelley smiles.
SKYLER (cont’d)
One two one two three fourThe band starts playing, horribly.
SKYLER
When I saw her walking down the street
I thought she was Shelley, Shelley

CARTMAN
Oh, man, you guys suck!
SKYLER
Now that we’re together I’m absolutely
sure that she’s Shelley, Shelley
CARTMAN
You’re the crappiest band I’ve ever
heard!
SKYLER
Move into my mom’s house with me
Shelley, Shelley
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - WINDOWSILL - NIGHT
Kitty is sitting at the windowsill looking out into the
night.
KITTY
Meow! Meow!
Nothing but crickets. Kitty rubs her ass against the
window.
KITTY
Meeeeow! Meeeow!
In the FAR FAR distance, another cry can be heard...
ANOTHER CAT
Meow...
Kitty perks her head up! She looks around, waiting for
another meow. When one doesn’t come, she let’s loose
again.
KITTY
MEOW!
A beat, and then the distant response.
ANOTHER CAT
Meow.
Kitty is excited beyond belief. She looks around, then
jumps out the window.
INT. LIVING ROOM The song CONTINUES.
SKYLER
BRIDGE!!

Again, their heads all drop down as they watch their
fingers.
SKYLER (cont’d)
I pledge allegiance to the flag of the
United States... of Shelley, Shelley
CARTMAN
Oh my God, somebody shoot me in the
head!
SKYLER
Hey! Shut up, tubby!
CARTMAN
DON’T CALL ME FAT! NOW YOU GUYS ARE
NOT SUPPOSED TO BE IN HERE! YOU GET
OUT NOW AND RESPECT MY AUTHORITAY!
Shelley walks over, pulls Cartman down, then lets him go
like a slingshot - his head hits the ceiling, breaking
the plaster, and lands on the floor.
CARTMAN
OW!
Cartman gets up and steals his mother’s phone number from
Shelley.
EXT. SOUTH PARK AVENUE - NIGHT
The streets are bare. Kitty walks down the sidewalk,
playing a kind of Marco Polo with the other, still
distant cat.
KITTY
MEOW!
ANOTHER CAT
Meow!
Kitty stops, smells at the air... Then continues down the
street.
KITTY
MEOW!
ANOTHER CAT
MEOW!
This time the meow is much closer. Kitty excitedly turns
into an alley.
KITTY
MEOW!
ANOTHER CAT

(Very close)
Meow!
Kitty stops. And there he is. Tyrell. The biggest,
fattest piece of shit cat you’ve ever seen. He lays on
his side, his huge belly dropping in all directions.
Kitty’s eyes get wide.
Tyrell very slowly moves a little closer, dragging roles
of fat behind him.
Kitty looks at the camera.
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM
The song is over.
SKYLER
Yeah, dude. That was hot. This guitar
ROCKS, man! It ROCKS! What do you
think, Shelley?
Shelley looks bored on the couch.
SHELLEY
Honestly? ...I think you guys need
some work.
DRUMMER
(Insulted)
Oh really?
SHELLEY
I just think your sound is kind of...
Last week.
BASSIST
I’d like to see you do any better,
bitch!
SHELLEY
Well, I DO have a song I wrote...
SKYLER
Okay, why don’t you sing it for us.
SHELLEY
No, Skyler, I’m embarrassed.
SKYLER
Hey, man, don’t be shy.
The drummer and bass player exchange looks.
SHELLEY
Well, okay... I’ll try.

Cartman sneaks past in the background.
SHELLEY
But I’m not promising anything.
Shelley walks up to the microphone. Skyler walks over to
a set of keyboards.
SHELLEY
One, two, three, fourSuddenly, the band starts playing the gayest, Upbeat
Barry Manilow type music ever.
SHELLEY
(Singing)
So much pain in the world today
Too many turds are headin’ my way
But we can face the turds togetha
Passin’ by turds wheneva
SKYLER
(deep, deep voice)
Don’t you know it’s aSHELLEY
Life so void of happiness
Feel free to mark my words
But Me and you
We’ll muddle through
In a world that’s full of turds
SKYLER
Turds!
SHELLEY
They’re a dime a dozen sphincter
lovin’ turds!
SKYLER
Turds!
EXT. CARTMAN’S ROOM -

CARTMAN
Mom! The babysitter has her boyfriend
over!
CARTMAN’S MOM
Oh, no, no, that’s impossible, hon. I
told her no visitors.
CARTMAN
Well there’s a whole crappy band here,

can’t you hear them?! Can’t you hear
them?!
Cartman holds the phone out, then puts it back to his
ear.
CARTMAN’S MOM
This party is very loud, poopiekins.
You’ll have to speak up.
CARTMAN
DAMMIT! Her boyfriend is here don’t
you believe me?!
CARTMAN’S MOM
Not really, hon. Mom has to go now.
I’ll be home in one hour. OhHHH!
WoaaaHHHH!!! Ohhh Mr. Mackey!
MR. MACKEY
Mmmm Mkay!
The phone goes dead. Cartman looks at the receiver,
disgusted.
CARTMAN
I’ll never be able to prove that son
of a bitch was here!!
Just then, Cartman catches sight of his tape recorder.
CARTMAN
My Speak and Record Bear! Of COURSE!!
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
The band is still playing.
SHELLEY
(singing)
In a world that’s full of turds!
Turds!
Suddenly, the drummer stops.
DRUMMER
Dude, this is gay.
SKYLER
Shut up!
DRUMMER
You shut up! Your GIRLFRIEND is NOT
joining our band!
BASSIST
Yeah, dude. What the hell is wrong

with you anyway? She’s like, twelve!
SKYLER
You guys get OUT! Don’t question my
love! My love is as pure as morning
snow! GET OUT I said!
The drummer and bassist grab their stuff and start
heading out the door.
EXT. SOUTH PARK AVENUE - NIGHT
Kitty positions her ass in front of Terrell. He slowly
moves his fat body towards her.
Finally, when Terrell is close enough, he mounts Kitty.
His rolls of fat completely cover her.
KITTY
(Muffled)
MEOW!
Terrell tries to hump, but he’s just too fat.
Finally, Kitty pops her head out of the fat and catches
her breath. She squeezes herself out and then decides to
try a different route. She lays on her back.
Terrell again walks towards her, then plops his fat body
down right on top of her.
KITTY
(Muffled)
MEOW! MEOW!
TERRELL
Meow!
This just isn’t working. Kitty again pulls herself out.
She shoots the fat cat a mean look.
Terrell passes out. She hisses and walks away.
ACT III
INT. CARTMAN’S ROOM - NIGHT
Cartman is sitting on his bed with his Speak and Record
Bear.
CARTMAN
Testing... Testing one two...
Cartman rewinds the tape and plays it.
CARTMAN (V.O.)
Testing... Testing one two...

Cartman smiles.
CARTMAN
Sweet...
Just then, Shelley walks in. Cartman quickly hides speak
and record bear behind his back.
SHELLEY
We’re gonna go outside to watch the
meteor shower. I’m locking you in your
room until we get back in, turd!!!
CARTMAN
(Sadly)
Okay. See you in a while.
Shelley looks surprised.
SHELLEY
Huh?
CARTMAN
Will you tell me what it looked like?
The meteor shower? They mostly only
come every few years... Mostly...
SHELLEY
What the hell is wrong with you? How
come you’re not yelling and whining?!
CARTMAN
Well... I just. I kind of like having
you around.
SHELLEY
WHAT?! No you don’t!
CARTMAN
No, I’m seriously... See, I never had
a brother or a sister... I think
people that have a brother or a sister
don’t realize how lucky they are.
Sure, they fight a lot... But to know
that there’s always somebody there...
Somebody that’s family.
Shelley thinks.
CARTMAN
I wonder if... Well, maybe
sometimes... I could PRETEND like
you’re my big sister. And you could
kind of watch over me... You know,
like WE could watch a meteor shower
together sometime. And I could pretend

I’m somebody’s brother... If only for
a day.
Shelley thinks for a long time.
SHELLEY
Alright, get your turd coat. You can
come see the meteor shower with us.
CARTMAN
You... You mean it?
SHELLEY
BUT DON’T BUG ME AND SKYLER! Come on!
CARTMAN
Hooray!
Shelley walks away. Cartman stays where he is, he gets
angry eyebrows and smiles menacingly.
Cartman stuff the microphone in his coat, up by his
chest.
CARTMAN
(Quietly)
And when I have you and your
boyfriends’ voices on my Speak ‘n
Record Bear... Then you’ll mostly
never babysit me again... mostly.
EXT. CARTMAN’S BACK YARD - NIGHT
Shelley and Skyler are sitting on a bench. Cartman is in
the foreground, looking at the sky.
CARTMAN
Yes, yes... What a beautiful night. It
is Saturday, the twelfth at ten fortyfive. And my mother IS away at a party
right now...
SHELLEY
SHUT UP, TURD!!!
CARTMAN
That, of course, is the voice of my
BABYSITTER, Shelley Marsh, age twelve.
SHELLEY
What are you doing?!
CARTMAN
I’m just thinkin’ out loud.
Cartman walks over to skyler and sticks our his chest.

CARTMAN (cont’d)
Do you have anything to say, Skyler,
Shelley’s boyfriend who is sitting
right here?
Skyler looks at Cartman and shakes his head.
SHELLEY
GO AWAY, TURD!
CARTMAN
I’m sorry did you say something,
Skyler?
Cartman again sticks his chest in Skyler’s face. Skyler
shoves Cartman and he goes reeling backwards until he
falls over.
CARTMAN (cont’d)
WAGH!!
EXT. FRONT PORCH - NIGHT
Kitty sadly walks back to her house. But on the way she
sees something that gets her excited.
Several cats, seven of them, are hanging out doing cat
things.
KITTY
Meow!?
The cats looks up at Kitty.
CATS
Meow. Meow.
Kitty walks over to the other cats and presents her ass
to them. The cats begin to gang bang kitty.
EXT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - NIGHT
In a wide shot, the meteor shower starts. Stars shoot all
around.
EXT. CARTMAN’S BACKYARD - NIGHT
Skyler is crawling all over Shelley. Neither one of them
know that Cartman is behind them with speak and record
bear.
SKYLER
Yeah, come on. Give it up. Give it up,
babe.
SHELLEY
(Pushing Skyler away)

No!! No!!!
SKYLER
Come on, baby.
Finally, Shelley pushes Skyler hard. He falls backwards.
SHELLEY
No Skyler! I’m not putting out for
you!!
SKYLER
Why the hell not?!
SHELLEY
‘Cause I’m twelve!!!
SKYLER
You’re not gonna put out for me?!
SHELLEY
No!
SKYLER
Well then screw you, bitch! I’ve got
plenty of other girlfriends that
WILL!!!
Skyler gets up.
SHELLEY
What? But I thought you liked me.
SKYLER
If you’re not puttin out, then I’m
moving on. There’s plenty of chicks
like you out there.
Shelley looks bitch slapped.
SKYLER
Screw you, prude bitch! Me and my bad
ass guitar are going home! Asta!
Cartman hits STOP on the player.
CARTMAN
(Quietly)
Got’chya!
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM
Cartman is walks into the living room with his speak and
Record Bear.
CARTMAN
Oh yeah, Oh yeah... Wiki Wiki Wild

West. Shelley... Guess who’s BUSTED?!
But Shelley doesn’t answer. She just sits there, crying
into her hands.
SHELLEY
(Crying softly)
CARTMAN
Hey! I said guess who’s BUSTED?!
Again no answer, just pitiful, sad crying.
Slowly, Cartman’s wide smile drops. He starts to look sad
too.
CARTMAN
(Unsure)
You’re not gonna trick me... I got the
GOODS ON YOU!
SHELLEY
I don’t care.
Now Shelley really breaks down. Cartman walks over to
her.
SHELLEY (cont’d)
(Still crying)
He acted like he really LIKED me...
Nobody’s ever LIKED me before.
Cartman looks around, unsure what to do.
SHELLEY (cont’d)
I can’t believe I trusted him. I’m so
STUPID!
Cartman takes a step closer to Shelley.
CARTMAN
Wul, dude... He’s twenty two. What
were you doing with him anyways?
Shelley finally stops sobbing, and just sniffles a lot.
SHELLEY
Nobody my age will go out with me...
‘Cause I’m too ugly.
CARTMAN
You’re not ugly.
SHELLEY
You don’t think so?
CARTMAN

Well, you’re pretty ugly, but you
don’t have to be dating twenty-two
year olds. I mean what kind of scumbag
asshole dates twelve year old girls?
SHELLEY
You’re right, he IS a scumbag. I wish
I could get him back... I just don’t
know how.
CARTMAN
Well, I could ask Artimus Clyde Frog.
He would know.
SHELLEY
Huh?
CARTMAN
If you want... I could help you.
SHELLEY
Really? You would do that?
CARTMAN
Just let me get my cowboy hat.
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - NIGHT
Kitty enters the empty house with a few dozen other cats
following shortly after.
The cats fill the living room.
KITTY
Meow!
CATS
Meow! Meow!
Kitty walks over to the stereo and hits some buttons with
her nose. Suddenly, loud TECHNO MUSIC starts.
Still more cats start to saunter in.
Two cool cats walk over to Kitty.
MALE CATS
Meow. Meow.
Kitty suggestively sticks her butt in the air.
KITTY
Meow!
INT. SKYLER’S HOUSE - NIGHT
Skyler is sitting on his mom’s couch in his mom’s house,

playing his coveted guitar.
There is a knock at the door.
Skyler opens the door to find Clyde Frog laying on the
porch.
SKYLER
What the hell is this?
In the distance, Skyler hears a voice.
POLLY PRISSYPANTS
Help me... Help me...
Skyler looks of into the trees.
ANGLE - FOREST
We see Cartman’s speak and record bear, playing Cartman’s
voice.
POLLY PRISSYPANTS (cont’d)
This is Selma Hiyak, is anybody there?
ANGLE - Back on Skyler at the door.
SKYLER
Selma Hiyak? Woa, she’s hot!
Skyler takes off into the woods leaving the door open.
After a few seconds, Cartman, in his cowboy gear walks up
to the open door.
CARTMAN
(Whispering)
Okay it’s clear!
Shelley quickly runs into the house. Cartman stands
watch.
EXT. FOREST - NIGHT
Skyler walks through the trees following Cartman’s voice.
POLLY PRISSYPANTS (V.O.)
Over here! Please come quick!
EXT. SKYLER’S HOUSE - NIGHT
Cartman standing at the door.
CARTMAN
We don’t have much time.
INT. SKYLER’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Shelley is busy at work. We only see her from the chest
up, so we can’t tell what she’s doing, but her arms are
moving quickly.
SHELLEY
This won’t take me long...
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - NIGHT
A few dozen cats are partying in the living room. Kitty
comes in with the box of catnip.
KITTY
Meow!
Kitty knocks the box over, spilling some on the carpet.
Immediately, a few more cats walk in through the open
door.
CATS
Meow! Meow!
They smell the catnip and immediately become excited.
They all partake of the catnip at the door. Cats are
snorting the catnip like lines of coke.
Two other cool cats walk over to Kitty.
MALE CATS
Meow. Meow.
Kitty suggestively sticks her butt in the air yet again.
KITTY
Meow!
EXT. SKYLER’S HOUSE - NIGHT
Cartman is standing by the door, watching for Skyler’s
return.
CARTMAN
Hurry up in there!
INT. SKYLER’S HOUSE - NIGHT
Close shot on Shelley. We can’t see what she’s doing, but
her arms are moving frantically.
SHELLEY
I’m almost done!
EXT. FOREST - NIGHT
Skyler is still walking around, searching.

SKYLER
Hello? Hello? Mrs. Hiyak?
POLLY PRISSYPANTS
Over here! Please help me. I am lost
and I have no clothes.
SKYLER
No clothes. Rad.
INT. SKYLER’S HOUSE - NIGHT
Shelley continues her work.
SHELLEY
(Efforts)
EXT. FOREST - NIGHT
Skyler is very close to the sound.
POLLY PRISSYPANTS
I’m over here! Please help me. I will
reward you greatly.
SKYLER
I’m right here, Ms. Hiyak!
Skyler walks comes through the bushes and appears in
frame with a smile on his face.
POLLY PRISSYPANTS
Oh please help me!
Skyler looks down and seesSpeak and record bear playing Cartman’s voice. Polly
Prissypants is laying next to it.
POLLY PRISSYPANTS (cont’d)
Please help me. I will give you tacos.
SKYLER
What the... Dude! Somebody tricked me!
I’ll make you pay for makin’ me come
out here! God Dammit!
Skyler walks out of frame.
INT. SKYLER’S HOUSE - NIGHT
Skyler walks in the door and slams it.
SKYLER
Stupid asshole stuffed animals trying
to ruin my night!

Then Skyler freezes when he sees something ANGLE - Skyler’s guitar. Only it’s not really his guitar.
It’s all busted apart and formed into a big shitty
sculpture with ‘KING TURD’ written on it.
Skyler’s eyes pop.
SKYLER
MY GUITAR!!!
Skyler walks over to the sculpture and pulls the neck
out. The rest of it dangles by the strings.
SKYLER
NOOOoooooooo!!!!!!!!
ACT IV

EXT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - NIGHT
Cartman and Shelley walk up to the house.
CARTMAN
That was so cool! I wish we could have
seen his face!
When they get to the doorway, Shelley stops.
SHELLEY
Thanks for all your help, Eric. You
know... As far as turds go... You’re
okay.
Shelley opens the front door and they walk in.
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Cartman and Shelley freeze when they see the house.
CARTMAN
OH MY GOD!!!
Cats everywhere. Lava lamps. Techno Music. Garbage. The
house is trashed.
Many cats are having sex. Some even have sunglasses on.
SHELLEY
They’re having a cat orgy!
CARTMAN
(Walking through cats)
You are all VERY BAD KITTIES!!

The cats look up, unimpressed.
CARTMAN
That is a BAD, BAD KITTIES!!!
SHELLEY
Your mom’s gonna be home soon! We’re
gonna get BUSTED!
Cartman grabs the catnip and heads for the door.
CARTMAN
Come on, Kitties! Outside! Come on!
The cats all get up and anxiously follow Cartman and the
catnip.
CARTMAN
That’s it! Come on!! Come on!!
When Cartman opens the door he sees Skyler! MUSIC STING!
CARTMAN
Uh Oh!
SKYLER
You two RUINED my career! I’m gonna
get you!
Skyler heads for them, Cartman throws the catnip on him.
All at once the hundreds of cats pounce on Skyler.
SKYLER (cont’d)
AAAAAAGGHGH!!!
HOLD on Cartman’s and Shelley’s faces as they watch
Skyler get raped by the cats. We can only HEAR the
horrible sounds.
SKYLER (cont’d)
OW!! OW!! STOP IT!! AH! YOU RIPPED MY
PANTS OFF!! I’M NOT A CAT!! OWWW!!!!
SHELLEY
Come on, we gotta get the house
cleaned before your mom gets home!
They start to clean.
SHELLEY (cont’d)
You know, Eric. It’s kind of cool that
two people who hated each other can be
friends.
CARTMAN
Yeah, I think we get along okay!

Just then, Cartman’s mom walks in the door.
CARTMAN’S MOM
Hi kids! I’m home!
Cartman and Shelley panic.
CARTMAN
Mom, I can explain! It was all
Shelley’s fault. She didn’t watch the
cat!
SHELLEY
No! It was Eric’s fault! He let these
cats in here!!
Cartman’s mom staggers by, drunk as all hell.
CARTMAN’S MOM
Ooh! What a party that was!
Cartman’s mom passes out on the sofa, face down.
SHELLEY
Wow... She passed out.
CARTMAN
Luckily for us my mom is a total lush.
SHELLEY
Well, let’s clean up the house. Looks
like everything turned out okay.
CARTMAN
That’s how it goes in the Wild Wild
West.
(singing)
Well I’m a bad ass cowboy livin’ in
the cowboy days! Wiki wiki scratch! Yo
yo! Bang bang! Me and Artimus Clyde
Frog gonna save Selma Hiyak from the
big metal spider. Wiki wiki wiki wiki
wiki wiki wiki! Fresh cowboy from the
west side. Wiki wiki scratch! Yo yo!
Bang bang! Me and Artimus Clyde Frog
gonna save Selma Hiyak-

